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Full description unavailableShow More Price History Chart In my opinion, not enough people wear jackets. Not just CCW jackets, but other kinds of jackets as well. They can keep you warm in winter. When it's summer, a good photographer or safari vest helps you wear a lot of gear without making you sweat too much. Many cyclists are already wearing
leather jackets. They provide effective armor against a barn slide and can be laid under a motorcycle jacket for additional protection. Also, without a vest, where would you put all those spots? Plus, some outfits just don't seem right without a vest. A classic style vest can bring a whole look together. Now add all those benefits to the following: A CCW jacket
can help you conceal one or more handguns. I struggle to conceal pistols. I didn't find an IWB or OWB holster working; each one prints! CCW undershirts work much better, but it's an awkward draw and requires an overshirt. However, CCW jackets easily go on and carry a pistol without squeezing. Plus, they can cover an OWB the holster or even a shoulder
rig. Without a vest, about the only gun I can conceal without squiding is a NAA Mini Revolver. CCW coats are too heavy to wear most of the year, so jackets make me conceal a pistol whenever I want. That's in addition to the other utility they bring to the table, such as hidden document bags. Hidden weapons jackets, unlike many other gear, are more
personal preference than any other factor. As long as the vest suits you and you think it looks good, then the vest will probably work for you. If you still need help deciding, these words of wisdom might help you. Some jackets have a holster, typically made of stretch. Others have a bag, gun-shaped or otherwise, often closed with Velcro or a snap button.
You'll see reviewers talking about their guns fitting or not fitting into those gun pockets. Often guns will slide around in them, as they have not retained. Just so you know, almost every CCW vest holster sucks. If your gun fits perfectly into the holster, then great! You congratulated. Most of the time, you'll need to add a bag holster to keep your gun safer.
Pocket holsters aren't expensive, so I won't sweat too much about whether your gun drops out of your vest when you do handstands. What's more important is how easily you can pull your gun. After you get the vest, practice drawing and reholstering your firearm (while empty, of course!). Once you've decided you're happy with the vest, then add some
Velcro and a bag holster. Deciding on which concealed wear vest for sale is an individual choice because, unlike many CCW equipment, your choice will depend heavily on your personal style. There are other considerations to keep in mind, but a cyclist will probably never jacket as a cowboy doesn't wear. Motorcycle Motorcycle CCW Jackets Are to be worn
on a motorcycle, of course. It's almost always leather, though some denim biker jackets are also made. Motorcycle jackets made of denim can match the style, but I won't depend on them while riding because learning far outweighs denim in abrasive resistance. You can find lots of cheap biker jackets made from patchwork leather. It's made from leather bits
and is rarely worth the price. Manufacturers who make those will also cut costs elsewhere, which isn't something you want with a concealed wear jacket. Most motorcycle jackets are in the club style, so they have a single-panel back who is fit for adding club spots. Photographer Photographer jackets are typically made of cotton, polyester, or both, and have a
large number of bags. They were more common before photography went digital, but are still often used to help with taking photos outdoors. Safari and fishing jackets are very similar because they both have plenty of bags for hobby equipment. Fishing vests are the lightest and are mostly mesh, making them a poor choice to conceal anything, let alone a
gun. Safari jackets are lighter than normal photography jackets, but not as light as fishing jackets. They are hot-weather jackets, and the concealed-wear versions are good for carrying lighter CCW firearms. Rugged these tough jackets are used by construction workers and hunters, both people who venture into areas filled with sharp objects that can cut apart
less durable jackets. Some people like this style as well. Indeed, rugged jackets are often isolated and are the best style for wearing the cold. You can carry a heavy gun with a rugged carry vest without any problems. At least, until it's too hot out. Soft Shell Softshell jackets are often made of or polyester. They resist water and wind, making them great for
cycling or running during nasty conditions. They are also comfortable and good for normal day-to-day wear. However, soft shell jackets aren't as tight as other styles, so most soft-shell jackets intended for concealed wear don't hold the gun itself. Rather, they allow your hand to pass through the vest to access a holster on your belt. Softshell jackets are the
least eye-catching of all concealed-wear jackets, so if you're wearing in a gun-unfriendly city, you probably want to wear this type of jacket. Western These jackets are perfect for a classic cowboy outfit and look great with jeans, cowboy boots, and Western shirts. However, you don't have to go full cowboy to enjoy this style. Western jackets can also be worn
casually, though they often don't have the storage capacity of other jacket styles. What your vest is made of is important. In general, tougher materials hide guns better. Soft Cotton will show the gun's outline, while heavier cotton won't bend as easily and will hide it. Heavier material isolates you better, however. So, if you want a CCW For summer, avoid the
thick cotton or heavy leather. Light cotton or cotton/polyester blends are better. If you want to protect yourself and your gun from rain, then chances are you want a soft-dip jacket. It is water resistant, while cotton jackets collect water and are slow dry. Of course, if you plan to wear while riding a motorcycle, you want to learn. You need to match your situation
with the vest you want to buy. BlueStone Safety's clients are law enforcement and security professionals. They specialize in load-wearing jackets that are better than average. If you want a custom jacket, one that works with your body to support the weight, BlueStone Safety is a great choice. They even produce their own level IIIA arms panels. However,
BlueStone Safety produces more than just body armor. They also have a wide variety of holsters. You can get classically styled leather holsters for your revolver or concealed wear holsters. They even make car holsters and desk holsters! So, it's no surprise that they use their security and law enforcement expertise to come out with one of the best
concealment jackets on the market. Though made with military and off-duty police in mind, their concealment vest is perfect for civilian use. BlueStone Safety is located in Wisconsin and manufactures their products, including body armor, in the United States. Also based in Wisconsin, Legendary Whitetails have been established as a direct-to-consumer
company that aims to apply deer hunters. Legendary Whitetails were founded by the president of Safari Club International's Wisconsin chapter, Larry Huffman. He helped write a series of books about the top box hunted in America. These books were so popular that he was inspired to create his own line of merchandise. Rather than slapping his name on
inferior products, Mr. Huffman decided to sell high-quality hunting clothes. His family still owns the business and continues to produce clothes for hunters and their families. They've branched out to other hunting culture products, so there's even car-related Legendary Whitetails gear. Legendary Whitetails actively engage with their customers both in person
and online, so you know they care about the quality of the products they sell. If you've ever been in a military surplus shop, you've seen Rothco clothing and gear. Military surplus clothing and gear have been a mainstay of American culture since World War II. Rothco started out as Morris Rothenberg &amp; Sons, a trader of surplus products in Manhattan.
Their offer eventually ran out, but demand didn't, so Morris Rothenberg &amp; Sons turned into Rothco and started manufacturing their own gear. They went from selling unused military clothes to their own gear then to sell their clothes to the military. Rothco moved to Long Island, near major highways and an airport. They learned how to distribute geared
better than many other military surplus companies and became one of the top suppliers of such equipment for stores across the country. Military, tactical, and outdoorsman gear are all produced and sold by Rothco. Now they seem to focus on volume over quality, and not everything Rothco sells is as durable as it should be. Some of it has been hit or miss.
I've had great experiences with Rotcho products, but I know people who don't have. However, Rothco's concealed wear jackets are more than good enough for daily wear. Rothco is also heavily involved in charity work. They are active with at least 14 charities, and Rothco employees regularly volunteer with some of these charities as part of their work.
These charities include Answer the Call, General Needs, Long Island Cares, and even a Rothco Summer Camp scholarship program. Be sure to check our other guides: 01-21-2010, 01:46 PM #21 I decided to search for a wire on concealment jackets before I just started another. I wanted to ask if anyone has experience with this vest: Concealment jacket,
Olive, Holsters, Brand not specified at Sportsman's Guide, but it looks like Sportsman's Guide is selling the same vest that started this booking thread. If not, it's a very close copy. My interest was partly at length, to conceal a gun underneath, with only occasional use of the jacket's holster bag (public toilets while trousers are down, for one). Putting
unbalanced weight in a vest often leads to discomfort on one's neck and/or an unequal hanging on the vest. I often wear a brown cotton duck work vest that has a small amount of thinning insulation. It looks like it could be Carhartt, but it's Guide Gear from Sportsman's Guide. It serves well for work, but is a little short. When one considers bending, twisting,
stretching, reaching, etc. it's not long enough, especially when performing my 4 1911 in my Beltster instead of IWB. I like bags. I usually wear so much junk that one friend at work calls me Inspector Gadget. But I'm not sure what SG means by 20/80 cotton/polyester - well, I know what that means, but the photo looks like heavy cotton cloth, and I want
durability. In the same SG catalog, I also noticed this Tactical vest: Tact Gear Tactical Vest, Military Surplus, Brand not specified at Sportsman's Guide Tactical gave me voice as most overused and most hated buzzword of our times. And anything with a badge tab seems to fit the shoot my first category. Guide Gear also has an affordable leather jacket:
Guide Gear Leather Concealment Vest, Black, Men's Clothing, Guide Gear at Sportsman's Guide And a leather Concealment Jacket here: Guide Gear Lamb Leather Concealment Jacket, Black, Men's Clothing, Guide at Sportsman's Guide But I'm not as likely to wear leather at work or on a daily basis. I drive but wear a First Gear Kilimanjaro jacket and
First Gear pants. I am what I can do for ACCESSIBLE wear while in cold weather driving gear. I just about decided to get a black Wilderness Safepacker and hang it on the right belt of my black &amp; grey jacket. But for general use, a slightly longer work vest interests me. I shouldn't admit it here, but I wear a lot in deep concealment, with a 1911 inside my
fully toned and tucked shirt and waistband, butt forward, just behind my left hip leg, and with NO holster. Work for me, but I wouldn't recommend it to anyone. Personal anatomy varies greatly. Nowadays, I still want very good concealment, but faster access. I feel times can get interesting soon. I'm interested in any feedback on the Blue Stone of Sportsman's
Guide vest – durability, functionality, etc. Is it pressure after being used for some time? Will it fit with the average rural work and comfortable environment? I'm coming off a very expensive two-year divorce; I can't afford to buy anything anymore just to try it out. I have to consider every penny very carefully and do thorough research. It makes everything from
choosing clothes to farkling my bike, much more of a challenge. Thank you. Police from a state should never be stronger or better armed than the citizenry. An armed citizenry, willing to fight, is the foundation of civil liberty. Heinlein 01-21-2010, 03:38 PM #22 Originally posted by HootmonSccy It would be nice if it comes in a pretty denim al... I would think
about it more seriously. I ride motorcycles and it will blend in much better in denim. Also the Magazine area needs a flap about it, or be made into another bag in the same place with a short flap, otherwise, if it's hot and you've got it open, they'll be out in the open and screaming gun HootmonSccy;99094, I thought the same thing. I'd also like to see a bottom
jump. If that thing were open with some powers in those inside pockets, it would beat you pointlessly! 01-21-2010, 06:35 PM #23 I won't use a vest for concealed carry— especially the versatile like the one shown in the first post. The 'photographer's vest' and those who look similar are a HUGE red flag, as is a middle-aged man wearing a fanny suit
everywhere but doing a tourist trap. Criminals know about them and, unless you have a Nikon or Cannon around your neck, just yell it, I have a gun!!. You might as well carry a sign around your neck. Sorry, I don't want a #1 in some strung out 'banger's shooting gallery. 01-21-2010, 07:03 PM #24 I have a buddy who wears a khaki photographer's vest a lot.
But then most of us already know there's a SIG P220 under it. And the tourists see just another slightly irresistible and eccentric old redneek anyway... I wore a work jacket for so long that it barely attracts attention - especially not in these parts. Something looks like it came from the Carhartt show at a workwear workwear say not exactly shoot me first. I still
see the vest as a few extra pockets and a little concealment. I just wish my job vest was a hair longer. I've carried enough crap in vest bags serious doubts about the weight of even an alloy framed 1911 and some magazines. Maybe the answer for me is to just look for a job vest that suits me, then crank up the sewing machine at home and add that
occasional use holster on the inside. Most of the time, the vest will only cover the gun on my waist. Police from a state should never be stronger or better armed than the citizenry. An armed citizenry, willing to fight, is the foundation of civil liberty. Heinlein 01-21-2010, 07:42 p.m. #25 I like the vest and yes I think it's the same one. Price is the same, so I think
it's a toss to where to get it unless there's a lot of difference in shipping. I think I'll order one. I also like a lot of bags to carry all my needed stuff. By faith, Noah is warned of God of things not seen, moved with fear, prepared an ark to the salvation of his house;by which he condemns the world, and has the heir of the righteousness that by faith Heb.11:7 01-22-
2010, 06:31 AM #26 I have the vest of which HC speaks, use it for about 2 months. I ordered it through Sportsman's. The only problem I have with this vest is..... it's too much of a good thing, lol....... WAY TOO MANY BAGS, It's just too easy to use them all, my vest now weighs close to 12 lbs . Some observations after 2 months use..... The holster bags
aren't wide enough for a Browning HP 9mm or a full-size 1911, the barrel is too long and makes the front of the vest too straight/tight across the chest and it pushes the underarm part of the vest out in front of your arm. (I have the xxl size) However, a snub nose revolver disappears. Someone has mentioned the magazine container area, if you're not
carefully/constantly watching them, they (magazines) can be pushed up and out if you sit down, (it could be because I have so many other things in the vest, which makes it depend strongly for lack of a better word...) the magazine bag/container will be much better than attached maybe 3 inches higher. The length of the vest may be an inch or two longer, it
barely covers the bottom of my 1911 when worn OWB, but it might be different on you depends on where your waist is, I tend to wear my belt very low on my waist. The vest is very well made of high-quality materials, it doesn't scream out of gun as some have said. The color and design are neutral enough to deal with the most any comfortable environment. I
would buy another without hesitation, but I don't think this one will wear anytime soon, I've worn it every day since I received it and it still looks than on day one. 01-22-2010, 06:49 AM #27 Originally posted by jtg452 I will not have a for hidden carry- especially the versatile ones like the one shown in the first post. The 'photographer's vest' and those who look
similar are a HUGE red flag, as is a middle-aged man wearing a fanny suit everywhere but doing a tourist trap. Criminals know about them and, unless you have a Nikon or Cannon around your neck, just yell it, I have a gun!!. You might as well carry a sign around your neck. Sorry, I don't want a #1 in some strung out 'banger's shooting gallery. You can wear
it with your jack boots, and scull cap. It goes well with an orange AK. I won't order anything from sportsman's warehouse. Most of their stock I consider imported garbage. IMO. 01-22-2010, 09:09 AM #28 Originally posted by Axeanda45 I have the vest that HK talks about, used it for about 2 months now. I ordered it through Sportsman's. The only problem I
have with this vest is..... it's too much of a good thing, lol....... WAY TOO MANY BAGS, It's just too easy to use them all, my vest now weighs close to 12 lbs . Some observations after 2 months use..... The holster bags aren't wide enough for a Browning HP 9mm or a full-size 1911, the barrel is too long and makes the front of the vest too straight/tight across
the chest and it pushes the underarm part of the vest out in front of your arm. (I have the xxl size) However, a snub nose revolver disappears. Someone has mentioned the magazine container area, if you're not carefully/constantly watching them, they (magazines) can be pushed up and out if you sit down, (it could be because I have so many other things in
the vest, which makes it depend strongly for lack of a better word...) the magazine bag/container will be much better than attached maybe 3 inches higher. The length of the vest may be an inch or two longer, it barely covers the bottom of my 1911 when worn OWB, but it might be different on you depends on where your waist is, I tend to wear my belt very
low on my waist. The vest is very well made of high-quality materials, it doesn't scream out of gun as some have said. The color and design are neutral enough to deal with the most any comfortable environment. I would buy another without hesitation, but I don't think this one will wear anytime soon, I've worn it every day since I received it and it still looks the
same as on day one. From your description with all the bags, it can make a good mistake out of vestment. A place to store many different things. By faith, Noah warned of God of things not seen, moving with fear, preparing an ark for the salvation of his home;by which he condemned the world and became heir to the righteousness expressed by faith
Heb.11:7 01-22-2010, 12:57 PM #29 Very informative mail, Axeanda, Thank you. I thought about that vest, since I have the in Sportsman's Guide. Sounds like even occasional use of the vest's with a 4 Kimber Pro Carry could be out. Is that right? You said you have XXL. The last time I checked I didn't have 1/4 to be 5'10 and I'm closer to 230 than 220 (really



trying to get back to 200). My shirts and jackets are usually XL, but my Kilimanjaro riding jacket is XXL to fit comfortably over my usual work clothes. And we're talking about concealment here. Would you say I should go with XL or XXL? You said it barely covered a 1911, but you wear your belt pretty low. I usually wear a 4 Kimber, though I have a 5 1911.
And unlike IWB, I'd wear it in my Beltster (Bandera Gunleather), so that would be visible under my belt. From your description, it sounds like this vest should work OK. Is that right? The point about the magazine bags is well taken. I know what you mean. Hard items in the bag are pushed up and sometimes out, if the garment comes down on a sofa or chair.
Given that the emphasis on concealment over speed, a flap over the magazine bags with Velcro or snaps would be a good idea. Again, thanks for the review. This vest sounds like a piece of work clothes that in most casual rural environments will fit just fine. Police from a state should never be stronger or better armed than the citizenry. An armed citizenry,
willing to fight, is the foundation of civil liberty. Heinlein 01-22-2010, 05:09 PM #30 Anyone have one of the Black Leather Motorcycle Jackets with the Holster bag built in? Is it big enough to wear a GlOCK 19 and not imprint on the outside of the vest? Is the access like a vertical shoulder Holster? The sites selling the jackets do not show the Holster location..
Just say Holster Sewn in... What does it mean? I don't want to invest $150.00 and have it shipped to Philippines if it wasn't going to work... I'm willing to take a chance if I get some outside information from some of you gentlemen who might have one, wear one or have seen one and get some first hand bills. Thank you. The best, God bless and stay safe.
Captain Captain
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